Decorative Creatures
Lino Printing
Create a simple decorative design on the theme of insects, reptiles,
fish or other decorative animals, such as zebras or giraffes.
You should include decorative pattern on the design, so think about
how the pattern on the animal inspires you to create interesting
shapes and designs which will be printed in one or two colours.

Use the resources sheets to inspire your drawing.
Watch the You tube videos How to Make a Lino Cut Print
(Printmaking) by ‘The Snake Artist’
This is partly a safety film and shows you the technique.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7Ch4ianBLo&safe=active)
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Look at the images and make a copy or your own drawing
inspired by the images.
Divide your paper into 4 and draw 4 designs for your image in
pencil.
Decorate your drawing with patterns and designs.
When you are satisfied ink over your chosen image with an ink
pen or biro.
Trace your image
Use Carbon paper to transfer your image onto lino.
Cut your lino – only cut out the parts you want to be left white –
or the colour of your background. ( ee separate sheet for
cutting instructions)
Make a background to print onto, or use white cartridge paper
and colour it. You can print onto anything flat so use your
imagination. (see the seahorse on the book)
You can colour tint your print afterwards , like the butterfly on
this page.
If you want to print in two colours you should talk to your
teacher, as you need to print the lightest colour first and then
cut away more lino and print again.

‘Peace’ a Lino Cut
by Picasso

Matisse

Linocut is a printmaking technique,
similar to woodcut, in which a sheet
of linoleum is used for the relief
surface. A design is cut into the lino
surface with a sharp knife, v- shaped
chisel or gouge, with the raised
(uncarved) areas representing a
reversal (mirror image) of the parts
to show printed. The lino sheet is
inked with a roller (called a brayer),
and then impressed onto paper or
fabric. The actual printing can be
done by hand or with a press.
Many Famous artists have used this
technique to create their Artwork
including MC Escher, Picasso, Matisse,

MC Escher

What do you think are the
characteristics of linocut
prints?

Picasso

Research one of these
artists and make an
artist’s page in your
sketchbook using the
writing frame to help
you talk about their
work. Illustrate the page
with images of their
work, you could include
your own decorative
designs on the page as
well
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Can you name the artists who made these prints?

What do you know about them? When, where did/do they live etc
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Have you noticed how some of these prints have a border. Do you think it helps?

You may want
to bring in
your own
images to work
from. You can
simplify the
number of
colours in a
photograph,
using
photoshop or
similar App
and email it to
school.

These are prints by local Artist James Green who runs a print
studio in Sheffield. How could you describe the style of his work?

